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Abstrat
We propose a new algorithm for sampling the N -body density |Ψ(R)|2/ ∫
R3N
|Ψ|2 in the Vari-
ational Monte Carlo (VMC) framework. This algorithm is based upon a modied Rii-Ciotti
disretization of the Langevin dynamis in the phase spae (R,P) improved by a Metropolis aep-
tation/rejetion step. We show through some representative numerial examples (Lithium, Fluorine
and Copper atoms, and phenol moleule), that this algorithm is superior to the standard sampling
algorithm based on the biased random walk (importane sampling).
PACS numbers:
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I. INTRODUCTION
Most quantities of interest in quantum physis and hemistry are expetation values of
the form
〈Ψ, OˆΨ〉
〈Ψ,Ψ〉 (1)
where Oˆ is the self-adjoint operator (the observable) assoiated with a physial quantity O
and Ψ a given wave funtion.
For N-body systems in the position representation, Ψ is a funtion of 3N real variables
and
〈Ψ, OˆΨ〉
〈Ψ,Ψ〉 =
∫
R3N
[OˆΨ](R) Ψ(R)∗ dR∫
R3N
|Ψ(R)|2 dR
. (2)
High-dimensional integrals are very diult to evaluate numerially by standard integration
rules. For spei operators Oˆ and spei wave funtions Ψ, e.g. for eletroni Hamiltonians
and Slater determinants built from Gaussian atomi orbitals, the above integrals an be
alulated analytially. In some other speial ases, (2) an be rewritten in terms of integrals
on lower-dimensional spaes (typially R
3
or R
6
).
In the general ase however, the only possible way to evaluate (2) is to resort to stohasti
tehniques. The VMC method [1℄ onsists in remarking that
〈Ψ, OˆΨ〉
〈Ψ,Ψ〉 =
∫
R3N
OL(R) |Ψ(R)|2 dR∫
R3N
|Ψ(R)|2 dR
(3)
with OL(R) = [OˆΨ](R)/Ψ(R), hene that
〈Ψ, OˆΨ〉
〈Ψ,Ψ〉 ≃
1
L
L∑
n=1
OL(R
n) (4)
where (Rn)n≥1 are points of R
3N
drawn from the probability distribution |Ψ(R)|2/ ∫
R3N
|Ψ|2.
The VMC algorithms desribed in the present artile are generi, in the sense that they
an be used to ompute the expetation value of any observable, for any N-body system.
In the numerial example, we will however fous on the important ase of the alulation of
eletroni energies of moleular systems. In this partiular ase, the expetation value to be
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omputed reads
〈Ψ, HˆΨ〉
〈Ψ,Ψ〉 =
∫
R3N
EL(R) |Ψ(R)|2 dR∫
R3N
|Ψ(R)|2 dR
(5)
where the salar eld EL(R) = [HˆΨ](R)/Ψ(R) is alled the loal energy. Remark that if Ψ
is an eigenfuntion of Hˆ assoiated with the eigenvalue E, EL(R) = E for allR. Most often,
VMC alulations are performed with trial wave funtions Ψ that are good approximations
of some ground state wave funtion Ψ0. Consequently, EL(R) usually is a funtion of low
variane (with respet to the probability density |Ψ(R)|2/ ∫
R3N
|Ψ|2). This is the reason why,
in pratie, the approximation formula
〈Ψ, HˆΨ〉
〈Ψ,Ψ〉 ≃
1
L
L∑
n=1
EL(R
n) (6)
is fairly aurate, even for relatively small values of L (in pratial appliations on realisti
moleular systems L ranges typially between 106 and 109).
Of ourse, the quality of the above approximation formula depends on the way the points
(Rn)n≥1 are generated. In setion IIB, we desribe the standard sampling method ur-
rently used for VMC alulations. It onsists in a biased (or importane sampled) random
walk in the onguration spae (also alled position spae) R
3N
orreted by a Metropolis
aeptation/rejetion proedure. In setion IIC, we introdue a new sampling sheme in
whih the points (Rn)n≥1 are the projetions on the onguration spae of one realization of
some Markov hain on the phase spae (also alled position-momentum spae) R
3N × R3N .
This Markov hain is obtained by a modied Langevin dynamis, orreted by a Metropolis
aeptation/rejetion proedure.
Finally, some numerial results are presented in setion III. Various sampling algorithms
are ompared and it is demonstrated on a benh of representative examples that the algo-
rithm proposed here based on the modied Langevin dynamis is the most eient one (the
mathematial riteria for measuring the eieny will be made preise below).
Before turning to the tehnial details, let us briey omment on the underlying moti-
vations of our approah. The reason why we have introdued a (purely titious) Langevin
dynamis in the VMC framework is twofold:
• rst, sampling methods based on Langevin dynamis turn out to outperform those
3
based on biased random walks in lassial moleular dynamis (see [4℄ for a quantitative
study on arbon hains);
• seond, a spei problem enountered in VMC alulations on fermioni systems is
that the standard disretization of the biased random walk (Euler sheme) does not
behave properly lose to the nodal surfae of the trial wave funtion Ψ. This is due to
the fat that the drift term blows up as the inverse of the distane to the nodal surfae:
if a random walker gets lose to the nodal surfae, the drift term repulses it far apart
in a single time step. As demonstrated in [7, 8℄, it is possible to partially irumvent
this diulty by resorting to more lever disretization shemes. Another strategy
onsists in replaing the biased random walk by a Langevin dynamis: the walkers
then have a mass (hene some inertia) and the singular drift does not diretly at on
the position variables (as it is the ase for the biased random walk), but indiretly via
the momentum variables. The undesirable eets of the singularities are thus expeted
to be damped down.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE ALGORITHMS
A. Metropolis algorithm
The Metropolis algorithm [3℄ is a general purpose sampling method, whih ombines the
simulation of a Markov hain with an aeptation/rejetion proedure.
In the present artile, the underlying state spae is either the onguration spae R
3N
or
the phase spae R
3N × R3N ≡ R6N . Reall that a Markov hain on Rd is haraterized by
its transition kernel p. It is by denition the non-negative funtion of Rd ×B(Rd) (B(Rd) is
the set of all the Borel sets of R
d
) suh that, if X ∈ Rd and B ∈ B(Rd), the probability for
the Markov hain to lay in B at step n+ 1 if it is at X at step n is p(X, B). The transition
kernel has a density with respet to the Lebesgue measure if for any X ∈ Rd, there exists a
non-negative funtion fX ∈ L1(Rd) suh that
p(X, B) =
∫
B
fX(X
′) dX′. (7)
The non-negative number fX(X
′) is often denoted by T (X → X′) and the funtion T :
R
d × Rd −→ R+ is alled the transition density.
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Given a Markov hain on R
d
with transition density T and a positive funtion f ∈ L1(Rd),
the Metropolis algorithm onsists in generating a sequene (Xn)n∈N of points in R
d
starting
from some point X
0 ∈ Rd aording to the following iterative proedure:
• propose a move from Xn to X˜n+1 aording to the transition density T (Xn → X˜n+1);
• ompute the aeptane rate
A(Xn → X˜n+1) = min
(
f(X˜n+1) T (X˜n+1 → Xn)
f(Xn) T (Xn → X˜n+1)
, 1
)
;
• draw a random variable Un uniformly distributed in [0, 1];
 if Un ≤ A(Xn → X˜n+1), aept the move: Xn+1 = X˜n+1;
 if Un > A(Xn → X˜n+1), rejet the move: Xn+1 = Xn.
It is not diult to show (see [6℄ for instane) that, for a very large lass of transition densities
T , the points Xn generated by the Metropolis algorithm are asymptotially distributed
aording to the probability density f(X)/
∫
Rd
f . On the other hand, the pratial eieny
of the algorithm ruially depends on the hoie of the transition density (i.e. of the Markov
hain).
B. Random walks in the onguration spae
In this setion, the state spae is the onguration spae R
3N
and f = |Ψ|2, so that the
Metropolis algorithm atually samples the probability density |Ψ(R)|2/ ∫
R3N
|Ψ|2.
1. Simple random walk
In the original paper [3℄ of Metropolis et al., the Markov hain is a simple random walk:
R˜
n+1 = Rn +∆R Un (8)
where ∆R is the step size andUn are independent and identially distributed (i.i.d.) random
vetors drawn uniformly in the 3N-dimensional ube K = [−1, 1]3N . The orresponding
transition density is T (R → R′) = 2−3N χK ((R−R′)/∆R) where χK is the harateristi
funtion of the ube K (note that in this partiular ase, T (R→ R′) = T (R′ → R)).
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2. Biased random walk
The simple random walk is far from being the optimal hoie: it indues a high rejetion
rate, hene a large variane. A variane redution tehnique usually referred to as the
importane sampling method, onsists in onsidering the so-alled biased random walk or
over-damped Langevin dynamis [11℄:
dR(t) = ∇[log |Ψ|](R(t))dt+ dW(t), (9)
where W(t) is a 3N-dimensional Wiener proess. Note that |Ψ|2 is an invariant measure of
the Markov proess (9), and, better, that the dynamis (9) is in fat ergodi and satises a
detailed balane property [6℄. The qualier ergodi means that for any ompatly supported
ontinuous funtion g : R3N −→ R,
lim
T→+∞
1
T
∫ T
0
g(R(t)) dt =
∫
R3N
g(R) |Ψ(R)|2 dR∫
R3N
|Ψ(R)|2 dR
. (10)
The detailed balane property reads
|Ψ(R)|2 T∆t(R→ R′) = |Ψ(R′)|2 T∆t(R′ → R) (11)
for any ∆t > 0, where T∆t(R→ R′) is the probability density that the Markov proess (9)
is at R
′
at time t +∆t if it is at R at time t. These above results are lassial for regular,
positive funtions Ψ, and have been reently proven for fermioni wave funtions [14℄ (in the
latter ase, the dynamis is ergodi in eah nodal poket of the wave funtion Ψ).
Note that if one uses the Markov hain of density T∆t(R → R′) in the Metropolis algo-
rithm, the aeptation/rejetion step is useless, sine due to the detailed balane property,
the aeptane rate always equals one.
The exat value of T∆t(R → R′) being not known, a disretization of equation (9) with
Euler sheme, is generally used
R
n+1 = Rn +∆t∇[log |Ψ|](Rn) + ∆Wn (12)
where ∆Wn are i.i.d. Gaussian random vetors with zero mean and ovariane matrix
∆t I3N (I3N is the identity matrix). The Euler sheme leads to the approximated transition
density
6
TEuler∆t (R→ R′) =
1
(2pi∆t)3N/2
exp
(
−|R
′ −R−∆t∇[log |Ψ|](R)|2
2∆t
)
(13)
The time disretization introdues the so-alled time-step error, whose onsequene is that
(12) samples |Ψ(R)|2/ ∫
R3N
|Ψ|2| only approximately. Note that the Metropolis aepta-
tion/rejetion proedure perfetly orrets the time-step error. In the limit ∆t → 0, the
time-step error vanishes and the aeptation/rejetion proedure is useless.
This sampling method is muh more eient than the Metropolis algorithm based on the
simple random walk, sine the Markov hain (12) does a large part of the work (it samples
a short time-step approximation of |Ψ(R)|2/ ∫ |Ψ2|), whih is learly not the ase for the
simple random walk.
The standard method in VMC omputations urrently is the Metropolis algorithm based
on the Markov hain dened by (12). For renements of this method, we refer to [5, 9, 10℄.
C. Random walks in the phase spae
In this setion, the state spae is the phase spae R
3N ×R3N . Let us emphasize that the
introdution of momentum variables in nothing but a numerial artie. The phase spae
trajetories that will be dealt with in this setion do not have any physial meaning.
1. Langevin dynamis
The Langevin dynamis of a system of N partiles of mass m evolving in an external
potential V reads  dR(t) = 1mP(t)dt,
dP(t) = −∇V (R(t))dt− γP(t)dt + σdW(t).
(14)
As above, R(t) is a 3N-dimensional vetor olleting the positions at time t of the N par-
tiles. The omponents of the 3N-dimensional vetor P(t) are the orresponding momenta
and W(t) is a 3N-dimensional Wiener proess. The Langevin dynamis an be onsidered
as a perturbation of the Newton dynamis (for whih γ = 0 and σ = 0). The magnitudes σ
and γ of the random fores σdW(t) and of the drag term −γP(t)dt are related through the
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utuation-dissipation formula
σ2 =
2mγ
β
, (15)
where β is the reiproal temperature of the system. Let us underline that in the present
setting, β is a numerial parameter that is by no means related to the physial temperature
of the system. It an be heked (at least for regular potentials V ) that the anonial
distribution
dΠ(R,P) = Z−1e−βH(R,P)dRdP (16)
is an invariant probability measure for the system, Z being a normalization onstant and
H(P,R) = V (R) +
|P|2
2m
(17)
being the Hamiltonian of the underlying Newton dynamis. In addition, the Langevin
dynamis is ergodi (under some assumptions on V ). Thus, hoosing
β = 1 and V = − log |Ψ|2, (18)
the projetion on the position spae of the Langevin dynamis samples |Ψ(R)|2/ ∫ |Ψ|2. On
the other hand, the Langevin dynamis does not satisfy the detailed balane property. We
will ome bak to this important point in the forthoming setion.
In this ontext, the parameters m and γ (σ being then obtained through (15)) should be
seen as numerial parameters to be optimized to get the best sampling. We now desribe
how to disretize and apply a Metropolis algorithm to the Langevin dynamis (14), in the
ontext of VMC.
2. Time disretization of the Langevin dynamis
Many disretization shemes exist for Langevin dynamis. In order to hoose whih
algorithm is best for VMC, we have tested four dierent shemes available in the litera-
ture [13, 15, 16, 17℄, with parameters β = 1, γ = 1 and m = 1. Our benhmark sys-
tem is a Lithium atom, and a single determinantal wave funtion built upon Slater-type
atomi orbitals, multiplied by a Jastrow fator. We turn o the aeptation/rejetion step
in these preliminary tests, sine our purpose is to ompare the time-step errors for the var-
ious algorithms. From the results displayed in table I, one an see that the Rii-Ciotti
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algorithm [13℄ is the method whih generates the smallest time-step error. This algorithm
reads  Rn+1 = Rn + ∆tmPne−γ∆t/2 + ∆t2m
[−∇V (Rn)∆t+Gn]e−γ∆t/4,
P
n+1 = Pne−γ∆t − ∆t
2
[∇V (Rn) +∇V (Rn+1)]e−γ∆t/2 +Gne−γ∆t/2, (19)
where G
n
are i.i.d. Gaussian random vetors with zero mean and variane σ2I3N with
σ2 = 2γm
β
∆t.
It an be seen from Table I that the Rii-Ciotti algorithm also outperforms the biased
random walk (12), as far as sampling issues are onerned. In the following, we shall therefore
use the Rii-Ciotti algorithm.
3. Metropolized Langevin dynamis
The disretized Langevin dynamis does not exatly sample the target distribution Π, but
rather from some approximation Π∆t of Π. It is therefore tempting to introdue a Metropolis
aeptation/rejetion step to further improve the quality of the sampling. Unfortunately,
this idea annot be straightforwardly implemented for two reasons:
• rst, this is not tehnially feasible, for the Markov hain dened by (19) does not have
a transition density. Indeed, as the same Gaussian random vetors G
n
are used to
update both the positions and the momenta, the measure p((Rn,Pn), ·) is supported
on a 3N-dimensional submanifold of the phase spae R3N × R3N ;
• seond, leaving apart the above mentioned tehnial diulty, whih is spei to the
Rii-Ciotti sheme, the Langevin dynamis is a priori not an eient Markov hain
for the Metropolis algorithm, for it does not satisfy the detailed balane property.
Let us now explain how to takle these two issues, starting with the rst one.
To make it ompatible with the Metropolis framework, one needs to slightly modify the
Rii-Ciotti algorithm. Following [2, 16℄, we thus introdue i.i.d. orrelated Gaussian
9
vetors (Gn1,i, G
n
2,i) (1 ≤ i ≤ 3N) suh that:
〈(Gn1,i)2〉 = σ21 =
∆t
βmγ
(
2− 3− 4e
−γ∆t + e−2γ∆t
γ∆t
)
, (20a)
〈(Gn2,i)2〉 = σ22 =
m
β
(
1− e−2γ∆t) , (20b)
〈Gn1,iGn2,i〉
σ1σ2
= c12 =
(1− e−γ∆t)2
βγσ1σ2
. (20)
Setting G
n
1 = (G
n
1,i)1≤i≤3N and G
n
2 = (G
n
2,i)1≤i≤3N , the modied Rii-Ciotti algorithm
reads Rn+1 = Rn + ∆tmPne−γ∆t/2 − ∆t
2
2m
∇V (Rn)e−γ∆t/4 +Gn1 ,
P
n+1 = Pne−γ∆t − ∆t
2
[∇V (Rn) +∇V (Rn+1)]e−γ∆t/2 +Gn2 . (21)
The above sheme is a onsistent disretization of (14) and the orresponding Markov hain
does have a transition density, whih reads (see Appendix)
TMRC∆t ((R
n,Pn)→ (Rn+1,Pn+1)) =
Z−1 exp
[
− 1
2(1− c212)
(( |d1|
σ1
)2
+
( |d2|
σ2
)2
− 2c12d1
σ1
· d2
σ2
)]
, (22a)
with
d1 = R
n+1 −Rn −∆tP
n
m
e−γ∆t/2 +
∆t2
2m
∇V (Rn)e−γ∆t/4, (22b)
d2 = P
n+1 −Pne−γ∆t + 1
2
∆t
[∇V (Rn) +∇V (Rn+1)]e−γ∆t/2. (22)
Unfortunately, inserting diretly the transition density (22) in the Metropolis algorithm leads
to a high rejetion rate. Indeed, if (Rn,Pn) and (Rn+1,Pn+1) are related through (21),
TMRC∆t ((R
n,Pn) → (Rn+1,Pn+1)) usually is muh greater than TMRC∆t ((Rn+1,Pn+1) →
(Rn,Pn)), sine the probability that the random fores are strong enough to make the
partile go bak in one step from where it omes, is very low in general. This is related to
the fat that the Langevin dynamis does not satisfy the detailed balane relation.
It is however possible to further modify the overall algorithm by ensuring some miro-
sopi reversibility, in order to nally obtain low rejetion rates. For this purpose, we
introdue momentum reversions. Denoting by T Langevin∆t the transition density of the Markov
hain obtained by integrating (14) exatly on the time interval [t, t + ∆t], it is indeed not
diult to hek (under onvenient assumptions on V = − log |Ψ|2, that the Markov hain
dened by the transition density
10
T˜ Langevin∆t ((R,P)→ (R′,P′)) = T Langevin∆t ((R,P)→ (R′,−P′)) (23)
is ergodi with respet to Π and satises the detailed balane property
Π(R,P) T˜ Langevin∆t ((R,P)→ (R′,P′)) = Π(R′,P′) T˜ Langevin∆t ((R′,P′)→ (R,P)) . (24)
Replaing the exat transition density T Langevin∆t by the approximation T
MRC
∆t , we now onsider
the transition density
T˜MRC∆t
(
(R,P)→ (R′,P′)MRC∆t
)
= TMRC∆t ((R,P)→ (R′,−P′)) . (25)
The new sampling algorithm that we propose an be stated as follows:
• Propose a move from (Rn,Pn) to (R˜n+1, P˜n+1) using the transition density T˜MRC∆t . In
other words, perform one step of the modied Rii-Ciotti algorithm
 Rn+1∗ = Rn + ∆tmPne−γ∆t/2 − ∆t
2
2m
∇V (Rn)e−γ∆t/4 +Gn1 ,
P
n+1
∗ = P
ne−γ∆t − ∆t
2
[∇V (Rn) +∇V (Rn+1)]e−γ∆t/2 +Gn2 . (26)
and set (R˜n+1, P˜n+1) = (Rn+1∗ ,−Pn+1∗ )
• Compute the aeptane rate
A((Rn,Pn)→ (R˜n+1, P˜n+1))
= min
(
Π(Rn+1,Pn+1) T˜MRC∆t ((R˜
n+1, P˜n+1)→ (Rn,Pn))
Π(Rn,Pn) T˜MRC∆t ((R
n,Pn)→ (R˜n+1, P˜n+1))
, 1
)
.
• Draw a random variable Un uniformly distributed in (0, 1) and
 if Un ≤ A((Rn,Pn) → (R˜n+1, P˜n+1)), aept the proposal: (Rn+1,Pn+1) =
(R˜n+1, P˜n+1),
 if Un > A((Rn,Pn)→ (R˜n+1, P˜n+1)), rejet the proposal, and set (Rn+1,Pn+1) =
(Rn,Pn).
• Reverse the momenta
(Rn+1,Pn+1) = (R
n+1
,−Pn+1) (27)
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Note that a momentum reversion is systematially performed just after the Metropolis
step. As the invariant measure Π is left unhanged by this operation, the global algo-
rithm (Metropolis step based on the transition density T˜MRC∆t plus momentum reversion)
atually samples Π. The role of the nal momentum reversion is to preserve the underly-
ing Langevin dynamis: while the proposals are aepted, the above algorithm generates
Langevin trajetories, that are known to eiently sample an approximation of the target
density Π. Numerial tests seem to show that, in addition, the momentum reversion also
plays a role when the proposal is rejeted: it seems to inrease the aeptane rate of the
next step, preventing the walkers from being trapped in the viinity of the nodal surfae
Ψ−1(0).
As the points (Rn,Pn) of the phase spae generated by the above algorithm form a sampling
of Π, the positions (Rn) sample |Ψ(R)|2/ ∫
R3N
|Ψ|2 and an therefore be used for VMC
alulations.
III. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS AND APPLICATIONS
A. Measuring the eieny
A major drawbak of samplers based on Markov proesses is that they generate se-
quentially orrelated data. The eetive number of independent observations is in fat
L
e
= L/N
orr
, where N
orr
is the orrelation length, namely the number of suessive orre-
lated moves.
In the following appliations, we provide estimators for the orrelation length N
orr
and
for the so-alled ineieny η (see below), whih are relevant indiators of the quality of the
sampling. In this setion, following Stedman et al. [12℄, we desribe the way these quantities
are dened and omputed.
The sequene of samples is split into NB bloks of LB steps, where the number LB is
hosen suh that it is a few orders of magnitude higher than N
orr
. The empirial mean of
the loal energy reads
〈EL〉NB,LB|Ψ|2 =
1
NBLB
NBLB∑
i=1
EL(R
i). (28)
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The empirial variane over all the individual steps is given by
[σNB ,LB ]2 =
1
NBLB
NBLB∑
i=1
(
EL(R
i)− 〈EL〉|Ψ|2
)2
(29)
and the empirial variane over the bloks by
[σNB,LBB ]
2 =
1
NB
NB∑
i=1
(
EB,i − 〈EL〉NB ,LB|Ψ|2
)2
, (30)
where EB,i is the average energy over blok i:
EB,i =
1
LB
iLB∑
j=(i−1)LB+1
EL(R
j). (31)
Following [12℄, we dene the orrelation length as
N
orr
= lim
NB→∞
lim
LB→∞
LB
[σNB ,LBB ]
2
[σNB ,LB ]2
, (32)
and the ineieny η of the run as:
η = lim
NB→∞
lim
LB→∞
LB[σ
NB,LB
B ]
2. (33)
On the numerial examples presented below, the relative utuations of the quantities
LB
[σ
NB,LB
B
]2
[σNB,LB ]2
and LB[σ
NB ,LB
B ]
2
beome small for LB > 50 and NB > 50.
The denition of these two quantities an be understood as follows. Sine LB ≫ Norr and
only LB/Norr are independent samples among the samples in the blok, the entral limit
theorem yields EB,i ≃ 〈EL〉|Ψ|2 + σ Gi√
LB/Norr
where Gi are i.i.d. normal random variables.
Thus, in the limit NB →∞ and LB →∞, we obtain that σ2B = σ
2
LB/Norr
whih yields (32).
The ineieny η is thus equal to N
orr
σ2 and is large if the variane is large, or if the
number of orrelated steps is large.
Using this measure of eieny, we an now ompare the sampling algorithms (the simple
random walk, the biased random walk and the Langevin algorithm) for various systems. In
any ase, a Metropolis aeptation/rejetion step is used. We found empirially from several
tests that onvenient values for the parameters of the Langevin algorithm are γ = 1 and
m = Z3/2 where Z is the highest nulear harge among all the nulei. For eah algorithm,
we ompare the eieny for various values of the step length, namely the inrement ∆R
in the ase of the simple random walk, and the time-step ∆t for the other two shemes. For
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a given algorithm, simple arguments orroborated by numerial tests show that there exists
an optimal value of this inrement: for smaller (resp. for larger inrements), the orrelation
between two suessive positions inreases sine the displaement of the partile is small
(resp. sine many moves are rejeted), and this inreases the number of orrelated steps
N
orr
.
One an notie on the results (see tables II, III, IV, V) that a large error bar orresponds
to large values for N
orr
and η. The quantities N
orr
and η are a way to rene the measure
of eieny, sine the same length of error bar may be obtained for dierent values of the
numerial parameters.
Let us now present some numerial tests. We ompare the algorithms and parameters
at a xed omputational ost. The referene values are obtained by ten times longer VMC
simulations. The error bars given in parenthesis are 60% ondene intervals. We also
provide the aeptane rate (denoted by A in the tables) and, when it is relevant, the mean
of the length of the inrement R
n+1 − Rn over one time-step (denoted by 〈|∆R|〉 in the
tables) for the biased random walk and the Langevin dynamis.
B. Atoms
Lithium. The Lithium atom was hosen as a rst simple example. The wave funtion
is the same as for the benhmark system used for the omparison of the various Langevin
shemes, namely a single Slater determinant of Slater-type basis funtions improved by a
Jastrow fator to take aount of the eletron orrelation. The referene energy assoiated
with this wave funtion is −7.47198(4) a.u., and the omparison of the algorithms is given in
table II. The runs were made of 100 random walks omposed of 50 bloks of 1000 steps. For
the simple random walk, the lowest values of the orrelation length and of the ineieny
are respetively 11.4 and 1.40. The biased random walk is muh more eient, sine the
optimal orrelation length and ineieny are more than twie smaller, i.e. 4.74 and 0.55.
The proposed algorithm is even more eient: the optimal orrelation length is 3.75 and
the optimal ineieny is 0.44.
Fluorine. The Fluorine atom was hosen for its relatively high nulear harge (Z = 9),
leading to a timesale separation of the ore and valene eletrons. The wave funtion is a
Slater-determinant with Gaussian-type basis funtions where the 1s orbital was substituted
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by a Slater-type orbital, with a referene energy of −99.397(2) a.u. The runs were made of
100 random walks omposed of 100 bloks of 100 steps. The results are given in table III. For
the simple random walk, the lowest values of the orrelation length and of the ineieny
are respetively 15.6 and 282. The biased random walk is again twie more eient than the
simple random walk, for whih the optimal orrelation length and ineieny are 7.4 and
137. The Langevin algorithm is more eient than the biased random walk: the optimal
orrelation length is 5.3 and the optimal ineieny is 102.
Copper. We an go even further in the timesale separation and take the Copper atom
(Z = 29) as an example. The wave funtion is a Slater determinant with a basis of Slater-
type atomi orbitals, improved by a Jastrow fator to take aount of the eletron orrelation.
The referene energy is −1639.2539(24). The runs were made of 40 random walks omposed
of 500 bloks of 500 steps. From table IV, one an remark that the Langevin algorithm is
again more eient than the biased random walk, sine the optimal orrelation length and
ineieny are respetively 28.7 and 4027, whereas using the biased random walk, these
values are 51.0 and 5953.
C. The phenol moleule
The Phenol moleule was hosen to test the proposed algorithm beause it ontains three
dierent types of atoms (H, C and O). The wave funtion here is a single Slater determinant
with Gaussian-type basis funtions. The ore moleular orbitals of the Oxygen and Carbon
atoms were substituted by the orresponding atomi 1s orbitals. The omparison of the
biased random walk with the Langevin algorithm is given in table V. The optimal orrelation
length using the biased random walk is 10.17, whereas it is 8.23 with our Langevin algorithm.
The optimal ineieny is again lower with the Langevin algorithm (544) than with the
biased random walk (653).
D. Disussion of the results
We observe that on our numerial tests, the Langevin dynamis is always more eient
than the biased random walk. Indeed, we notie that:
• The error bar (or N
orr
, or η) obtained with the Langevin dynamis for an optimal
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set of numerial parameters is always smaller than the error bar obtained with other
algorithms (for whih we also optimize the numerial parameters).
• The size of the error bar does not seem to be as sensitive to the hoie of the numerial
parameters as for other methods. In partiular, we observe on our numerial tests that
the value ∆t = 0.2 seems to be onvenient to obtain good results with the Langevin
dynamis, whatever the atom or moleule.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF THE TRANSITION PROBABILITY (22)
The random vetor (d1,d2) (dened by (22b)(22)) is a Gaussian random vetor and
therefore admits a density with respet to the Lebesgue measure in R
6N
. If, for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3N ,
we denote by d1,i (resp. d2,i) the omponents of d1 (resp. d2), we observe that the Gaussian
random vetors (d1,i, d2,i) are i.i.d. Therefore, the transition probability T ((R
n,Pn) →
(Rn+1,Pn+1)) reads
T ((Rn,Pn)→ (Rn+1,Pn+1)) = Z−1 (p(d1,i, d2,i))3N (A1)
where Z is a normalization onstant and p denotes the density (in R2) of the Gaussian
random vetors (d1,i, d2,i).
From equations (21), one an see that
d1,i = R
n+1
i − Rni −∆t
P ni
m
e−γ∆t/2 +
∆t2
2m
∇iV (Rn)e−γ∆t/4,
d2,i = P
n+1
i − P ni e−γ∆t +
1
2
∆t
[∇iV (Rn) +∇iV (Rn+1)]e−γ∆t/2,
is a Gaussian random vetor with ovariane matrix Γ =
 σ21 c12σ1σ2
c12σ1σ2 σ
2
2

. Thus
p(d1, d2) =
(
2pi
√
det Γ
)−1
exp
(
−1
2
(d1, d2)Γ
−1(d1, d2)
T
)
. (A2)
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Sine Γ−1 = 1
(1−c2
12
)
 1σ21 − c12σ1σ2
− c12
σ1σ2
1
σ2
2

, (22) is easily obtained from (A1)(A2).
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TABLE CAPTIONS
• Table I: Comparison of dierent disretization shemes for Langevin dynamis. The
referene energy is -7.47198(4) a.u.
• Table II : The Lithium atom: Comparison of the Simple random walk, the Biased
random walk and the proposed Langevin algorithm. The runs were arried out with
100 walkers, eah realizing 50 bloks of 1000 steps. The referene energy is -7.47198(4)
a.u.
• Table III : The Fluorine atom : Comparison of the Simple random walk, the Biased
random walk and the proposed Langevin algorithm. The runs were arried out with
100 walkers, eah realizing 100 bloks of 100 steps. The referene energy is -99.397(2)
a.u.
• Table IV : The Copper atom: Comparison of the Biased random walk with the pro-
posed Langevin algorithm. The runs were arried out with 40 walkers, eah realizing
500 bloks of 500 steps. The referene energy is -1639.2539(24) a.u.
• Table V : The Phenol moleule : Comparison of the Biased random walk with the pro-
posed Langevin algorithm. The runs were arried out with 100 walkers, eah realizing
100 bloks of 100 steps. The referene energy is -305.647(2) a.u.
TABLES
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∆t BRW BBK [15℄ Fore interpolation [16℄ Splitting [17℄ Rii & Ciotti [13℄
0.05 -7.3758(316) -7.4395(246) -7.4386(188) -7.4467(137) -7.4576(07)
0.005 -7.4644(069) -7.4698(015) -7.4723(015) -7.4723(015) -7.4701(20)
0.001 -7.4740(007) -7.4728(013) -7.4708(017) -7.4708(017) -7.4696(17)
0.0005 -7.4732(010) -7.4700(023) -7.4709(022) -7.4708(022) -7.4755(26)
TABLE I: Comparison of Langevin algorithms and the biased random walk (BRW)
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∆R 〈EL〉 Norr η A
Simple random walk
0.05 -7.47126(183) 94.5 ± 3.3 11.72(42) 0.91
0.10 -7.47239(97) 35.2 ± 1.2 4.08(14) 0.82
0.15 -7.47189(75) 20.5(5) 2.30(06) 0.74
0.20 -7.47157(56) 14.3(4) 1.62(04) 0.66
0.25 -7.47182(56) 12.1(3) 1.40(05) 0.59
0.30 -7.47189(56) 11.4(3) 1.57(17) 0.52
0.35 -7.47275(59) 12.4(3) 1.57(17) 0.46
0.40 -7.47130(63) 14.4(5) 1.93(22) 0.40
∆t 〈EL〉 Norr η 〈|∆R|〉 A
Biased random walk
0.01 -7.47198(53) 10.31(29) 1.23(3) 0.284(09) 0.98
0.03 -7.47156(39) 5.26(14) 0.73(7) 0.444(21) 0.92
0.04 -7.47195(35) 4.82(12) 0.57(3) 0.486(26) 0.88
0.05 -7.47219(32) 4.74(11) 0.55(2) 0.514(31) 0.85
0.06 -7.47204(38) 4.95(11) 0.58(3) 0.533(36) 0.81
0.07 -7.47251(32) 5.39(14) 0.61(3) 0.546(40) 0.78
0.10 -7.47249(42) 7.56(25) 0.87(5) 0.555(50) 0.68
Langevin
0.20 -7.47233(34) 5.07(10) 0.60(1) 0.236(08) 0.97
0.30 -7.47207(34) 4.14(09) 0.47(1) 0.328(15) 0.93
0.35 -7.47180(31) 3.96(08) 0.45(1) 0.366(18) 0.91
0.40 -7.47185(29) 3.75(08) 0.44(2) 0.399(22) 0.89
0.45 -7.47264(29) 3.88(08) 0.45(2) 0.426(25) 0.86
0.50 -7.47191(29) 4.07(14) 0.46(2) 0.426(25) 0.84
0.60 -7.47258(32) 4.78(16) 0.52(2) 0.481(36) 0.78
TABLE II: The Lithium atom
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∆R 〈EL〉 Norr η A
Simple random walk
0.02 -99.398(72) 38.9(7) 823(31) 0.87
0.05 -99.426(39) 20.3(4) 405(11) 0.69
0.08 -99.406(28) 15.6(4) 326(17) 0.53
0.10 -99.437(23) 15.8(3) 282(07) 0.44
0.12 -99.402(24) 16.6(4) 341(24) 0.36
0.15 -99.398(25) 19.4(5) 412(41) 0.27
∆t 〈EL〉 Norr η 〈|∆R|〉 A
Biased random walk
0.002 -99.411(21) 9.9(2) 206(04) 0.211(08) 0.94
0.003 -99.424(17) 8.8(2) 173(04) 0.242(11) 0.90
0.004 -99.430(15) 7.6(2) 147(03) 0.263(16) 0.86
0.005 -99.399(14) 7.3(2) 142(03) 0.275(17) 0.82
0.006 -99.406(14) 7.4(1) 137(03) 0.282(19) 0.79
0.007 -99.430(14) 7.4(2) 142(08) 0.286(21) 0.75
0.008 -99.421(13) 7.6(2) 141(05) 0.287(23) 0.71
0.009 -99.406(13) 7.8(2) 177(19) 0.285(25) 0.67
0.010 -99.419(15) 7.8(2) 162(10) 0.281(27) 0.64
0.011 -99.416(14) 8.3(2) 147(05) 0.276(28) 0.60
0.012 -99.420(15) 9.1(3) 205(34) 0.270(29) 0.57
0.013 -99.425(17) 10.2(4) 224(38) 0.263(30) 0.54
Langevin
0.10 -99.402(16) 8.9(2) 199(04) 0.095(02) 0.98
0.20 -99.403(12) 6.0(1) 123(02) 0.174(06) 0.94
0.25 -99.402(12) 5.4(1) 108(02) 0.204(09) 0.91
0.30 -99.395(11) 5.3(1) 104(02) 0.228(10) 0.87
0.35 -99.409(12) 5.4(1) 108(06) 0.245(15) 0.83
0.40 -99.402(11) 5.5(1) 102(03) 0.256(18) 0.78
0.45 -99.406(11) 5.9(1) 114(06) 0.261(21) 0.73
0.50 -99.408(12) 6.6(2) 124(07) 0.262(24) 0.68
0.55 -99.407(14) 7.9(4) 149(10) 0.257(26) 0.62
0.60 -99.405(15) 9.2(4) 178(13) 0.250(42) 0.56
TABLE III: The Fluorine atom
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∆t 〈EL〉 Norr η 〈|∆R|〉 A
Biased random walk
0.0003 -1639.2679( 78) 79.1 ± 2.7 10682(420) 0.1311(108) 0.86
0.0004 -1639.2681( 98) 70.4 ± 1.3 8682(204) 0.1385(137) 0.81
0.0005 -1639.2499( 96) 61.3 ± 2.5 7770(297) 0.1414(162) 0.75
0.0006 -1639.2629( 96) 56.0 ± 1.2 6834( 88) 0.1414(183) 0.70
0.0007 -1639.2575( 73) 53.8 ± 0.8 6420( 81) 0.1393(201) 0.65
0.00075 -1639.2518( 85) 53.1 ± 0.9 6330( 91) 0.1377(209) 0.62
0.0008 -1639.2370( 86) 55.7 ± 3.6 6612(405) 0.1357(216) 0.60
0.00105 -1639.2694( 85) 51.0 ± 0.8 5953( 90) 0.1228(241) 0.48
0.0011 -1639.2563(110) 54.3 ± 1.8 6513(221) 0.1198(245) 0.46
0.0012 -1639.2523( 72) 59.9 ± 5.5 7266(658) 0.1136(251) 0.43
Langevin
0.05 -1639.2553( 92) 61.3 ± 1.7 8256( 89) 0.0371( 1) 0.99
0.10 -1639.2583( 76) 40.6 ± 3.1 5319( 383) 0.0705( 30) 0.97
0.15 -1639.2496( 65) 30.1 ± 0.8 4042( 103) 0.0978( 60) 0.93
0.20 -1639.2521( 71) 28.7 ± 0.9 4027( 403) 0.1173( 96) 0.87
0.30 -1639.2510( 67) 35.2 ± 2.5 4157( 291) 0.1326(170) 0.71
0.40 -1639.2524( 78) 50.5 ± 3.7 5922( 455) 0.1210(225) 0.52
TABLE IV: The Copper atom
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∆t 〈EL〉 Norr η 〈|∆R|〉 A
Biased random walk
0.003 -305.6308(83) 18.71(24) 1368(12) 0.522(29) 0.85
0.004 -305.6471(78) 16.00(28) 1193(30) 0.547(36) 0.80
0.005 -305.6457(65) 15.29(20) 1077(14) 0.555(43) 0.74
0.006 -305.6412(79) 15.00(17) 1018(11) 0.552(48) 0.69
0.007 -305.6391(67) 14.52(26) 1051(53) 0.540(52) 0.63
0.008 -305.6530(65) 14.72(19) 980(10) 0.523(56) 0.58
0.009 -305.6555(82) 15.28(28) 1272(163) 0.502(59) 0.54
Langevin
0.05 -305.6417(101) 23.13(41) 1932(41) 0.126(02) 0.99
0.1 -305.6416(68) 13.97(22) 1189(23) 0.240(06) 0.97
0.2 -305.6496(57) 9.70(13) 812(12) 0.408(20) 0.89
0.3 -305.6493(56) 9.36(16) 817(36) 0.487(36) 0.78
0.4 -305.6473(58) 12.21(22) 834(20) 0.485(50) 0.61
0.5 -305.6497(80) 17.51(44) 1237(52) 0.425(58) 0.43
TABLE V: The Phenol moleule
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